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NEWS AND DATES 

 

Cleveland Wheelers events dates 2015 

08 March.   21 mile TT.     09.00.  T211 

05 April.    18 mile TT.   09.00.  T091 

07 June.          25 mile TT.   08.00.   T251 
12 July.          25 mountain TT.   09.00.   T256 

23 Aug.           Mike Binks RR 

13 Sept.          10 mile TT.      09.00.    T101 
04 Oct.           HC.10.00.  Clay Bank. 

Stockton Wheelers HC 14.00 Carlton Bank  

Joint event for anyone wishing to enter both, times will added 
up. 

 

Cleveland Wheelers challenge rides 

22nd March.    Northallerton 50.     09.00. Marton Shops 
31st May.         Mountain challenge.   09.00.  Ayton tourist info car park 

13th June.        CW TDF.     09.30.    Harrogate fire station / charity donations 

/ Sat night out 
19th July.        100.     09.00.     Marton shops 

22nd Aug.      Rough stuff/new route/Saturday/ 10.00 Dudley arms, Ingleby  

Greenhow 
27th Sept.       Castleton. 09.00. Marton cross roads. 

 

Cleveland Wheelers Themed rides 

  
Fixie ride.                                     Sat 14th March. 10.30 am. Ayton tourist info  

As many wheelers as we can.     Sun 3rd May,   10am. Ayton tourist info car  

Chimney challenges 1 and 2.       Sun 10th May and 28th June. 10am. Ayton 
tourist info  

Nocturne.                                     Fri.  19th June.  10.30pm. Ayton tourist info  

Retro ride.                                    Sat. 8th August.10.30am.  Stokesley Town 

Hall. 
Freewheeling.                           Sun. 1st. November.  11am.  Ingleby Greenhow 

hill top 

Youth Training every Monday at the cycle circuit 6 to 7.30pm cost £2.50 
 

The club has donated £200 to the Air Ambulance, this includes the entries 

from the Christmas Day TT and refreshment donations at open events during 
2014. 

 



Cleveland Wheelers CC - Evening Events  

General 
As per last year the usual Time Trial Series will be followed by a Hill Climb 

Series, over four weeks, at the end of the summer. All events will be held on a 

Thursday evening. 

 
Time Trial Series 

 

The Time Trials will be run on the Seamer circuit. There will be 18 events 
(TT01 to TT18), but the last one (TT18) is a fun event and does not count 

towards the competition. Six single lap and one double lap events to count for 

the competition. The first event is on 16 April and the last on 13 August. The 
events on 18 June and 25 June are joint events with Stockton Wheelers. The 

one on 18 June is on the Seamer course. The one on 25 June is on the Stockton 

Wheelers' Longnewton A67 course (no CWCC marshals are required that 

day). 
 

Hill Climb Series 

 
The Hill Climbs will be held on Clay Bank. There will be four events (HC01 

to HC04). The best three from the four events to count. 

 
The first event is on 20 Aug and the last on 10 Sept. 

 

To Register 

 
You must be aware that each registered competitor is required to marshal at 

one event. In the past no one has officiated more than once per season. 

Officials are required at each event as follows :- two timekeepers, one pusher 
off, one number catcher and one course marshal. 

 

The closing date for registrations is 8 March 2015. 

 
A list of officials and dates will be issued to all entrants before 6 April 2015. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 



Christmas Day 

 
20 Riders earned their Christmas diners in riding the annual 9.5 mile 

Christmas Day TT. Thanks to timekeepers Sherry Binks and Steve Binks and 

pusher off Bill Millen. Wine and cake provided by Bryan and Margaret  

Bevis 
 

Fastest rider was Charlie Tanfield complete with mudguards and a mention to 

Rob Lee who rode with an aero helmet complete with Santa hat and tinsel 
attached to it. 

 

1 Charlie Tanfield Adept  22:23  2 Richard Lillekar  23:05 
3 Marcus Smith   23:11 4 Stewart Tanfield 25:02 

5 Robert Lee    25:33 6 Toby Tanfield  26:03 

7 Mike Guymer TS Racing  26:46 8 Dave Williams  27:05 

9 Richard Carter   27:11 10 Steve Murphy  27:32 
11 Paul Howe    28:06 12 Roger Oldroyd  28:55 

12 Dave Sykes Glasgow Green  28:55 14 David Cole   29:20 

15 Luke Jones    29:22 16 Chris Ankcorn  30:15 
17 Mike Cole    30:57 18 Ian Holtby Teesside Cl 31:13 

19 Andrew Howe   31:52 20 Vicki Howe   35:08 

 
 

CLUB OPEN EVENTS 

 

33 Riders took place in the club’s cyclo cross event at Flatts Lane just before 
Christmas. Held under TLI rules Dean  Penfold of MTS was 1st across the 

line. The club’s only rider was Mike Cole finishing 32
nd

. 6 YO club member 

Daniel Thompson finished 4
th
 in the U12 event. Daniel also finished 4

th
 overall 

in the U12 League. 

 

Derek George organised the event, however this was his last event many 

thanks Derek for organising. 
 

CYCLISTS 
From Derbyshire Police website (aimed at drivers) 

 

More-and-more people are using bicycles as a way of commuting, exercising 

or as a form of enjoyment. Therefore it's worth proffering some safety advice 
to both drivers and cyclists who so often share the county's roads. 

Opening car doors 



 

Drivers or passengers often open their car doors without checking for cyclists. 
This can cause a serious injury if a cyclist runs into the door, and can even be 

fatal. Drivers and passengers should always check for cyclists, and be mindful 

of the fact they could be in your blind spot. Also think about the breadth of 

your door; it’s roughly 1-1.5m wide. 
Cyclists should anticipate this occurrence. If you're cycling past a car that has 

just come to a halt, take caution when overtaking, as someone may be about to 

get out of the car. 
 

Realise cyclists are vulnerable 

If you're a driver involved in an incident with a cyclist, invariably it'll be the 
cyclist who will sustain the more serious injuries, considering the size of your 

vehicle in relation to theirs. 

Be alert to cyclists, understand that whilst you're surrounded by a metal cage, 

they rely on basic bike safety precautions like helmets and knee and elbow 
pads which, although are designed to reduce the damage upon impact and are 

strongly encouraged, will be little help in a high-speed collision. 

In fact, a good quality helmet is designed to withstand head-on impacts of no 
more than 13mph! However, cyclists who choose not to wear helmets are 

risking a serious head injury, as at least a helmet cushions any blow to the 

head caused by a fall or minor impact. 
 

Be cautious and be patient 

90% of cyclist casualties in recent years were caused by careless inattention, 

firstly by drivers, secondly by cyclists (nidirect.gov.uk). It’s your 
responsibility as a driver to avoid hitting the cyclist, not the responsibility of 

the cyclist to avoid getting hit by you. 

Pay attention and be on the lookout for cyclists at all times, especially when 
reversing. Use your mirrors as cyclists may overtake slow-moving traffic on 

either side. They may sometimes need to change direction suddenly, so be 

aware of this and observe any indications they give such as looking over their 

shoulder. Don’t tempt them into taking risks or endanger them. 
 

Allow plenty of space 

When overtaking a cyclist a driver is required to give them as much room as 
you would a car, where possible. Cyclists may need to swerve to avoid 

hazards. Drivers should always anticipate that there may be a pothole, oily, 

wet or icy patch or some other obstruction. 
Don’t drive too close behind a cyclist as you may not be able to stop in time if 

they come off their bike or pull up abruptly. Unless you have an entire clear, 



empty lane in which to pass, slow down and wait until there is room to pass, 

and do so slowly. 
 

Cyclists have a right to claim the lane 

It may come as a surprise to most drivers but cyclists have as much right as 

drivers to take up the entire lane. You will often see cyclists riding side-by-
side, and you, as a driver, may think they’re being selfish by doing so. But the 

fact is the cyclist is actually reducing the risk of having an accident; it’s the 

safest way for them to cycle, particularly if there’s a blind bend, a narrowing 
of the road, a high risk junction, pinch point or traffic lights ahead. 

Cyclists should never cycle in the gutter as it gives no room for avoiding 

obstacles and leaves no room to fall if an accident occurs, increasing the risk 
of falling into the road and potentially under the wheels of a vehicle.  

 

Beware a left turn 

Turning left is how most accidents occur. A cyclist may appear - perfectly 
legally - beside you while you’re waiting impatiently at a red light. It’s not at 

all illegal for cyclists to filter on the left or right of lanes but it is often difficult 

to spot them, especially when hidden by your blind spot. As you make a left, 
and as the cyclist intends to carry straight on, a collision may occur. Also be 

out of a side street, or car park. 

 

Children on bikes 

As a driver, beware of young children on bikes. Although most will ride on the 

pavement, and many will be under the supervision of an adult, some may be 

unstable on and unfamiliar with their bike and will not have accounted for any 
hazards that riding on the pavement may entail. This makes them more liable 

to swerve into the road without giving thought to the dangers that exist there. 

If you're passing a child, slow down, and watch them carefully as you pass 
them, whether they be riding on the pavement or the road. 

Groups of teenagers on bikes are becoming an increasing sight. Many may 

flaunt the basic road safety measures simply as a way of looking cool, 

nonchalant or carefree in front of their peers. They seldom wear helmets, and 
more often than not their bikes will not be equipped with lights in the dark. 

They may also ride erratically, either on or off the pavement. This makes them 

a serious worry for drivers, as their behaviour is often unpredictable. Be extra 
vigilant when driving near groups of cyclists of this nature. 

  

From the BBC Website 
Women cyclists make up a far higher proportion of deaths involving lorries 

than men. Why? 



Many of the fatalities involving cyclists happen in collisions with a heavy 

goods vehicle (HGV). This year, seven of the eight people killed by lorries in 
London have been women. 

Considering that women make only 28% of the UK's cycling journeys, this 

seems extremely high. 

There are no national figures but there's little reason to think it is any different. 
In August, a 27-year-old woman died in Leeds after her bike was in collision 

with a lorry. 

These deaths could be attributed to a tragic anomaly, but some cycling 
campaigners are concerned whether there is something about how women 

cycle which puts them at greater risk from lorries. 

  
"It's something we're trying to understand. When you look at HGV accidents 

there are a lot more women involved than you would expect. We don't know 

why that is," says Charlie Lloyd, from the London Cycling Campaign. 

The high incidence of women killed by lorries has come to the attention of the 
authorities before. 

In 2007, an internal report for Transport for London concluded women cyclists 

are far more likely to be killed by lorries because, unlike men, they tend to 
obey red lights and wait at junctions in the driver's blind spot. 

This means that if the lorry turns left, the driver cannot see the cyclist as the 

vehicle cuts across the bike's path. 
The report said that male cyclists are generally quicker getting away from a 

red light - or, indeed, jump red lights - and so get out of the danger area. 

 

TOUR DE YORKSHIRE DECISIONS, DECISIONS! 
Paul Christon 

 

I’ve just been looking over the details of this stage having come to terms with 
the fact that the route organisers have opted to leave out all the local area’s 

iconic climbs. The Cote de Rosedale Abbey aka Bell End Farm climb is a 

tough proposition no doubt but when I reckoned up the severity of local 

climbs a couple of years ago I ranked 23 higher! Not only that, even after 
Danby they seem to have followed the line of least resistance by bypassing 

Houlsyke and Lealholm so avoiding the tough little climb up towards 

Glaisdale. 
 

Make no mistake it’s still a tough route though. I know from experience of 

plotting club run routes that if you take a ride over the North York Moors you 
nearly always end up with around 1,000 feet of climbing per 10 miles ridden 

and I suspect that the section from Rosedale to Sleights will work out 



somewhere around this. The reason why? All the little steep climbs just add 

up, think of the section between Castleton down the Esk Valley to Danby and 
then onto Glaisdale, lots of tough short little climbs, yet none you would think 

of as a climb. Then they climb Limber Hill, not categorised on the route but a 

break must surely go away somewhere along here you would think? 

 
Before they get to Castleton though the route makes its way to Cropton then 

heads towards Rosedale. It’s hard to believe that they have opted for the 

easiest way out and ignored the spectacle of the Chimney but the climb up 
past Bell End is the toughest on the stage nonetheless and has a steep ramp 

just before the cattlegrid. As the first real challenge on the stage it’s hard to see 

a break going away here though, so tempting as it is to watch it at this point it 
might be rather uneventful. The race will then continue to Ralph’s Cross 

before descending down to Castleton and no doubt on this section the pros will 

imagine that they are a member of Cleveland Wheelers attempting to win the 

prestigious CW Castleton 50 (‘it’s not a road race’) Challenge Ride and be 
later presented with a certificate by Bryan Bevis. Then they essentially work 

their way along the stretch I described in the previous paragraph, make their 

way to Egton, descend into Grosmont, do the first bit of the Black Brow climb 
but ignore the right turn, and steepest section, and make their way to Sleights 

joining the main road at the bottom of Blue Bank. They go left here, over the 

bridge and then up the drag to join the moor road, bizarrely this is categorised, 
descend into Whitby, skirt with the edges of Robin Hood’s Bay and finish by 

joining the main road before the sea front finale in Scarborough. 

 

It will be great to think that the pros will be riding on roads so familiar to CW 
riders but I suspect many, including myself, are agonising over where to watch 

it? My initial thought was the biggest climb, but now I am not so sure. Bike 

races are hard to predict but ideally you want to view from a spot where the 
race is starting to explode. You also want a good atmosphere and ideally a café 

or pub! Danby, Glaisdale and Grosmont are all good options as are Whitby 

and Robin Hoods Bay. Watching them descend through Castleton is also 

appealing and for watching the race approach maybe even Ralph’s Cross 
itself, then nip into the Lion for a pint. Whatever I decide I am still 

ridiculously excited, just as much as I was when I made my way to Rosedale 

nearly 20 years ago to watch the Tour of Britain, they went up the Chimney in 
those days mind, proper ‘ard! 

 

 
 

 



TROPHY RULES 
As the new season is upon us as you will realise the club has a number of 

trophies which can be won. Below is a list of some of the trophies and what is 

required to qualify for them. 

 
Senior, Junior, Ladies Best All Rounder 

The Junior and Ladies trophies are based on 2 x 10 mile time trials and 2 x 25 

mile time trials. To be calculated to three decimal places in terms of miles per 
hour and the average taken of the resulting speeds based on CTT approved 

events, each year in respect of single cycle and tricycle performances.  

In the case of the Senior trophy, as above but at the distances of 1 x10 miles, 

1x 25 miles and 1x 50 miles  
 

Veterans Best All Rounder 

This is open to all members 40 years and over and based upon 1 x 10 mile, 1 x 
25 mile and 1 x 50 mile time trials held under Cycling Time Trial rules, on a 

bicycle or tricycle in any one season. The winner shall be the rider with the 

greatest plus when individual pluses and minuses are added up for the three 
distances 

 

Senior and Junior Tourist 

These are based on Tourist Trials and Novelty events organised by the club. 
Points are awarded to each successful rider. Points to be calculated by dividing 

10 by the number of successful riders. Deductions made as follows:-         

no mudguards – 25% of points deducted 
no saddlebag – 25% of points deducted 

neither – 50% of points deducted 

 
Senior and Junior Road Race 

Awarded to the member, in the Junior and above categories, who has 

accumulated the most points in open British Cycling scratch events in any one 

year before September 30th 
 

Youth Road Race 

As above but only open to those in the youth categories. 
 

Clubman  

Awarded on performances in the handicap section of the club 25, and the 

overall position in the Senior Tourist Trophy. The two positions added together 
will result in the number of points awarded. The trophy shall be won by the 

member with the overall lowest total 



RACE TEAM ‘AWAY WEEKEND’ TO SCARBOROUGH 
Andy Curson 

17th & 18th January, 2015 

 

Everyone congregated at 10:30am Saturday morning for the long awaited 
CW’s race team ‘away weekend’! 

The two groups set off – the steady group taking the more direct, but 

extremely hilly route over the moors, and the faster group intending to head 
out towards Osmotherley & Hornby before picking up the main Scarborough 

road at Helmsley. 

 

Due to road conditions, the fast group had a change of plan, deciding it would 
be safer to take the lower option – circling around to Northallerton, Thirsk and 

up over Sutton Bank. Adding the extra mileage put doubt in people’s 

minds…none more so than Martin Brearey – who then came up with a whole 
host of excuses for additional ‘stop’s’ – 3 x glove drops, 1 x puncture, 1 x 

grease on rim. Never the less the group worked well, passing Helmsley, 

Kirbymoorside and onto Thornton-le-Dale for a well deserved coffee stop, 
where the steady and fast groups converged. 

 

After the brief stop, and with a relatively short distance to go – the final 

destination of Scarborough could be sensed! The pace went up and within no 
time everyone was checking into the Youth Hostel…all apart from Chris 

Roose, who was still out on the road with light fading?!? Rumours were 

circling that he had ridden into the town centre to play on the ‘penny slots’ and 
get a ‘I love Scarborough’ tattoo? However, these rumours were put to rest as 

Chris then walked through the door – delayed after taking a wrong turn. 

 
The evening was spent refuelling after a tough day in the saddle, at a fantastic 

Italian restaurant – Tricolos…with some people literally eating anything that is 

put in front of them… Simon! 

 
Next morning – with sore legs and a heavy frost, it was up to each member to 

decide which route to take – the slightly hillier route over the Howardian 

Hills, alternatively taking the direct road back towards Helmsley – both 
options equally tough with the miles from the previous day in everyone’s legs.  

 

After a brief converging of both groups in Helmsley, it was then onwards and 

upwards to our return destination – Stokesley, as snow was forecast later in the 
day. 

 



Thankfully everyone made it back just in time before the heavy snow arrived! 

Well done to everyone who took part…fantastic effort! 
 

A big thank you to Marcus for organising a thoroughly enjoyable weekend 

with a great group of people! It has got to be a regular feature on the CW’s 

calendar! Also a big thank you to the Tanfield family for transporting our bags 
and making sure we were all OK on the road! 

 

CYCLING HISTORY 
 

1839 Kirkpatrick Macmillan invents the first bicycle – or does he?  Bike 

aficionados are still debating. 
 

1863 Arrival of the "velocipede", or bone-shaker, regarded as the first mass-

produced, pedal-powered bike 

 
1890 The National Cyclists’ Union banned cyclists racing on the open road. 

This ban remained in force till the 1950’s 

 
1896 First Paris-Roubaix spring classic race is held 

 

1903 First Tour de France is held 
 

1909 First Giro d'Italia is held 

 

1947 The first Cycling Proficiency Test took place 
 

1958 Brian Robinson is the first British cyclist to win a stage of the Tour de 

France 
 

1958 Cleveland Wheelers Cycling Club formed 

 

1959 British Cycling Federation is formed – the forerunner to British Cycling, 
the sport's UK governing body 

 

1960 Beryl Burton wins the World Road Race and Pursuit titles. 
 

1963 The BMX is born, in the form of the Schwinn Stingray – influencing 

generations of cool kids 
 

1965 Tom Simpson becomes the first Brit to win the World Road Race 



Championship 

 
1968 Cycling legend Eddy Merckx wins the Giro d'Italia – a race he would 

win four more times, along with five Tours de France, the Tour of Spain and 

the World Championships 

 
1974 The Tour De France arrives in England for the first time. The stage took 

place on the Plymton by pass 

 
1979 In the US Gary Fisher creates what many regard as the first mountain 

bike 

 
1984 Scot Robert Millar wins "King of the Mountains" jersey on the Tour de 

France 

 

1989 Greg Lemond uses aero bars and a specially designed helmet for the first 
time, to win the final time trial and claim overall victory on Le Tour 

 

1992 Hard shell crash helmets become compulsory in all BCF events. 
 

1993 Scot Graeme Obree breaks the world hour record, setting a distance of 

51.596km and sparking a rivalry with fellow Brit Chris Boardman – who beats 
the record just a week later by 674 metres 

 

1995 Spaniard Miguel Indurain becomes the first person to win five 

consecutive Tours de France 
 

2000 Jason Queally wins Olympic gold on the track for Britain in Sydney – 

Team GB's track specialists would go on to much more success in 2004 and 
2008 

 

2008 BMX is included as a full medal sport at the Olympic Games for the first 

time 
 

2008 Mark Cavendish wins his first stage of the Tour de France, going on to 

collect four stage victories – the first British rider to do so 
 

2009 Bradley Wiggins finishes fourth overall in the Tour de France – the 

highest-placed finish by a British rider since Robert Millar 
 

2010 Boris Bikes introduced in London. More than 17m journeys have been 



completed since using these bikes. 

 
2011 Cavendish becomes the first Brit to win the green sprinter's jersey on the 

Tour de France. He also wins the UCI Road World Championships, the first 

Brit to do so since Tom Simpson 

 
2012 Team Sky's Bradley Wiggins becomes the first Briton to win the yellow 

jersey 

 
2013 Chris Froome follows Wiggins in winning the Tour De France. 

 

2014 The Tour starts in Yorkshire. 
 

CLAIRVILLE STADIUM MEMORIES 

 

As you all know Clairville Stadium is being demolished to make way for 
housing. Clairville hosted a great number of major cycling events during its 

life from the Cleveland Grand Prix to World Cup events and International 

cyclo cross races. World Champions galore graced the 455m track but to me 
the greatest coup was the 1990 Junior World Championships which I was 

asked to play a role in. The worlds also included the road events these are my 

recollections. 
 

1990 JUNIOR WORLD CYCLING CHAMPIONSHIPS 

In 1989 I was asked to be the Chief Marshall for the road events in the 

forthcoming championships. I was first approached at the B.C.F. date fixing 
meeting in October by Brian Cossavella. I was then asked to go a full days 

meeting in January. Here I met Gordon Harling Road Director, Bernard. 

Waugh, Road Director's Assistant Willy Tarran, Track Director, and Ken 
Bainbridge Championships Director Assistant. I was told what my 

responsibilities would be, basically the recruitment of marshals for the road 

race and team time trial and also coordinating the marshals. The biggest shock 

came for me when we went around the course in the afternoon they wanted 
167 marshals. 

 

My first job was helping to prepare the manual for the section heads, the 
course was split into 20 sections. I then started to recruit the marshals. This 

task was made a lot easier by club members who rallied around in a big way. 

The club provided 54 out of the 123 I managed to get.  
 

I was also asked to help out during the track events at Clairville. I ended up 



being an assistant commissaire this involved ensuring that the riders where 

getting up ready for their events. Other club members including Nick Smith 
were drivers which involved ferrying people and teams around. Marcus Smith 

helped out with the team quarters. 

 

The first Sunday was the team time trial. All the marshals met at what is now 
the Thistle Hotel at 8am. The course for the event was A66, A19, A174 all 

totally closed!! 

 
A coach took the marshals to their various positions I was stationed at the 

Junction of the A19 and A174. It seemed very strange being able to walk 

along the middle of the A19 without a car in sight. It was after the last team 
had passed to I had to follow with the coach to pick the marshals up. This was 

when we had our only problem. After picking up the marshals from Crathorne 

the Police opened up the A19 Northbound to early. We managed to stop the 

cars before they caught the Italians, who were the Last team on the road. This 
was due to some rather fast driving by our coach driver. 

 

I was later told that the U.C.I. said it was one of the best marshalled events 
they had encountered.  

 

The week of the track events was exceptionally warm and there was some 
excellent racing which all ran smoothly except for the starting gate. There was 

also a record broken which led to the rules of sprinting being changed the 

longest track stand (45 minutes)  

 
The results of the events were 

Sprint  

Ainars Kiksis (Urs) P. Buran (Cze)       Roberto Chiappa (Ita)  
Katrin Freitag (Rda)    Jul. Raetch (Rda)         Iat. Bilmasova (Urs) 

1km  

Aleksej Khromykh (Urs)  M. Sztykiel (Pol)     S. Kelly (Aus)   

Points  
Aleksander Zaitsev (Urs)  L. Van Bon (Ned)   H. Schardt (Rda)  

Ina-Yoko Teutenberg (Rfa)  Jes. Grieco (Usa)   E. Thalykhe (Urs)         

Pursuit  
Vassili Jakovlev (Urs)   T. O'shannessey (Aus)      K. Gorbatchev (Urs)  

Elena Tchalykhe (Urs)  Jessica Grieco (Usa)       Zoulfia Zabirova (Urs) 

Team Pursuit 
Urss                               Rda                         Australia 

 



The last Sunday was the road races. These took place West of Stockton. The 

section heads briefing took place at Bishopsgarth School on the Saturday 
morning they were then taken around the course and shown their sections, so 

all was set for the races. 

 

My day started at 6am leaving home about 6.55am. The briefing was held in 
the gym, Sherry and Wendy Smith were taking the register. The coaches 

arrived about 8.15 and. after the briefing we boarded them. They took us 

around the course dropping people of their  appointed. sections. During the 
race everything was quiet  

 

During the Men’s event a couple of problems happened one was a Lady who 
wanted to pick her husband up from the Pub. A motorbike policeman went to 

help her, it was Chris Smith. The last task was picking up barriers, signs and 

the marshals. 

 
The week was enjoyable if hard work, many memorable events like being 

taught Russian for hello, or an Italian woman with a rather loud voice  

 
Road Race results 

Marco Serpellini (ITA)  Igor Dziouba (RUS)  Bogdan Fink (SLO) 

Ina-Yoko Teutenberg (RFA)  Jessica Grieco (USA)  Danielle Overgaag 
(NED) 
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